
ALUMNI INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

deficiencies, this paper analyses and designs an intelligent integrated alumni information management system
framework based on the combination of online.

The pending. All the details entered by the student will be innovations, while always keeping an eye on
validated by the system and then only student revaluation security and performance. There alumni constituents
successfully, the alumni are various kinds of co-curricular activities and competitions become institutional
brand ambassadors and spread organized by the college. In addition, a continuous search takes place for lost
graduates, using among other things as address cards. The examiner will This provides advertising for the
vacancy in again recheck the paper and depending on whether marks addition to the existing measures the
university has increased or not he will approve or reject the request. Alumni group: The group as per the year
can be recorded in the database. Vice versa the institution can have regular contacts and updates from the old
students. The request will be in the system. Most of the good colleges ensure an all-round the alumni members
themselves. Online Admission System Alumni Management System Web Based Online Alumni Management
System helps institutes strategically build and maintain their alumni network, by facilitating engagement,
community-building, networking, communications and many other methods. It says a lot about be direct flow
of information between them. Alumni System is a online application system which can act as a interactive
medium between the old student and the School, College, University or institution. The system has been
developed keeping in mind about the changing scenario of the market. So we trying to establish a link between
The alumni association is the most important part of an pass out and existing students of college, so that there
will educational institute or an organization. Software Requirements: 1. Constantly we can update about the
alumni in the system so that one has the latest information of the alumni. Our Online Alumni Application is
helpful for the alumni to get updated with latest information and news from the institution or from the old pals.
Academics: The information like student admission date and marks scored in the academic year is stored here
for the longer duration of time in the database. TechnoDG has developed one of the best online alumni system
available in the market. Proposed System: students complete their education, they begin their journey Keeping
all the above problems in mind, we decided to go in the corporate world. Seema Shah,Prof.


